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ABSTRACT 

of the systems (Y,Gd)202S04:Bi,Tb and 
is reported, and the role of the sensitizer fort 

has been studied. Upon excitation into the sensitizers Bi* or Pr3+,in both systems the 
excitation energy migrates from thesensitizeroverthe Gd3+ 
We observed two different Bi3+ 

sublattice to the Tb%traps. 
emissions at room temperatureinthe oxysulph tesystem, 

and at T < 120 K in the b 
which act astraps. The S+ 

rate system. ;I+ This is related to the formation of Bi clusters 
Ce ioninthe boratesystem functions as a trap. Thisis discussed 

and compared to other rare-earth-borate compounds, which leads to recommendations for 
the use ofthe Ce3+ion as asensitizerofthe Gd3+ ionin RE-borate compounds. 

The luminescence 
(S-Ce3+,Pr3+ or Bi3+) 

INTRODUCTION 

At the moment, much attentionis paid totheluminescence of Gd3+ compounds (see 

e.g. [l-31). From a fundamental as wellas from a practical point of view, Gd 3+ compounds 

have attractive properties. 

In Gd3+ compounds the Gd3+ excitation energy migrates rapidly over the Gd3+ 

sublattice. In rare-earth (RE) activated Gd3+ compounds, this excitation energy can be 

completely transferred from Gd 3+ to the activator, resulting in the characterlstic 

activator emission. For efficient excitation the Gd %ion needs a sensifizer,sincethe 4f7 

transitions on the Gd 3+ion have a very low absorption strength. A luminescent material 

with high efficiency mayresultif asuitablesenstiizeris used. 

Inthis paper we presentastudy oftheluminescent properties of the following systems: 

(i)(Y,Gd)202S04:Bi,Tb (both 1 at.%) and (ii) Li6(Y,Gd)(B03)3:S,Tb (where S = Ce3+, Pr3+ 

or Bi3+; both S and Tb3+ are 1 at.%). The focusin case of,the borates is mainly directed 

uponthe Bi3+-sensitized compounds. 
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The luminescence of Bi3’ in RE202S04 has been investigated by Blasse and Bti 141. 

From their data the Bi3+is expected to sensitize the Gd3+ emission efficiently, since the 

spectral overlap is considerable. 

For the L.i6RE(B03j3 lattice such data are not available in the literature. We, 

therefore, tried to sensitize the GdZt emission with Ce3+, Pr3+ or Bi3+. 

The crystal structure of both compounds is known. In the oxysulphate structure layers 

of composition RR202 can be ~ting~hed IS]. The Cd*-Gd3’ distance within a layer is 

about 3.6 &, and between successive layers about 4.3 4. In the borate compound the RE3+ 

ions form linear zig-zag chains along the c-axis [6]. The shortest Gd3+-Gd3+ distance in 

the chain, the intrachain distance, is about 3.9 & and the Gd3f-Gd3+interchain distance is 

about 6.7 I\ [7& This compound has a one-dimensional RE3+ sublattice. The energy 

migration over the Gd3+ lattice in Li6Gd( BO3)3 was studied before by Garapone (71, 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The preparation of the bismuth- and terbium-doped rare-earth oxysulphate powder 

samples was carded out ss described in [8] (see also Table 9. The starting materials were 

Y203, Gd203, Tb407 (all from Highways Int.; 99.999%) and Bi203 (J.T. Baker; Baker 

Analyzed Reagent). Before fiting, the obtained rare-earth hydrated sulphate was mixed 

with 3 grams (NH4)2S04 (Merck; p.a.). 

.3+ 3+ 
Table I. Firing conditions for samples RE 0 SO : BI , Tb 

3+ 

(RE 3 y3+, Gd3+ and S = Ce3+, Pr3* 
.,$+.2 4 

and Li6 RE(B03)3:S,Tb 

or Bi >. 

Sample Firing temperature/*6 time/h atmosphere 

RE202SO4 

Li 6RE( BG3> 3 

900 - 950 9-10 air 

730 - 770 24 R2 

The synthesis of the L16RE(B03)3 powders, doped with bismuth, cerium or 

praseodymium ad terMurn wss performed in a similar way as described in (91. The oxides 

mentioned above were used, and further Li2CO3, H3BO3 (both from Merck; ~.a.), Ce02 

(Highways Int.; 99.999%) and Pr203 (Fluka A.G.; 99.9%). The carbonate and oxLdes were 

mixed in a ball mitt The boric acid was’ added to this mix $rst before fidng in a covered 

platinum crucible in a nitrogen atmosphere (see also Table Q. All compounds were checked 

by X-ray powder diffraction. 

The optical measurements were carded out at room temperature as descrlbedin [lo]. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Samples of this composition show a Tb3+ emission of moderate intensity upon short- 

wavelength UV excitation. We measured a quantum efficiency of about 40% for 

The excitation spectrum of the Tb3+ 5D4 emission of (Gdo~g8Bio~olTbo~ol)202S04 is 

shownin Fig. 1.R consists of a broad band@,,, = 265 nm)dueto Bi3+[4] andsome Hnes 

(A max = 275, 280,307 and 3lOnm)dueto Gd3+. Thelonger wavelength part(not presented 

in Fig. 1) shows the characteristic Tb 
3+ 

lines. 

100 
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4, 
(au.) 

0 
300 

wavelength torn> - 

N 
g3 
. 1. Excitationspectra of the Tb3+ 5D4 emission(A 

(Bi ?* 
= 542 nm)(soHd curve) and the 

room temperature for 
(Gd 

emission (he, = 520 nm) (broken cur?:) at 

0 98BiO OlTbO 01)202SO4 and (GdO 99BiO.O1)202SG4, respectively; q, gives the 
relative q&turn butputin arbitrary unit& 

Blasse and Bril[4]have ascribed the broad excitation bandtothe 'So + 3Pltransition 

on the Bi3+ ion. The Gd3+ Hnes observed, are the 8S7,2 to 6PJ(round 310 nm)andto 61J 

(round 275nm)transitions. 

Excitationintothe Bi3+ion y&Ids an equalamount of Tb3+ 5D3 and 5D4 emissionand 

a broad band (about 7% of the total emissionintensity) with A,,, = 520nm. Forthetime 

being this emissionisindicated as(Bi33* emission. 
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We prepared a sample (Gdo,99Bio,ol 2 2 4 ) 0 SO to investigate the (Bi3>* emission in 

more deta& Its excitation spectrum at RT is also plotted in Fig. 1. It is definitely 

different from the Tb3+ excitation spectrum mentioned above, although the differences 

are notlarge.Thereis a broad band(h,,,= 270nm) and a weak Gd3+line at about 

313 nm. The dips in the 270 nm band have their minima at 275, 278 and 280 nm. They 

coincide with the Gd3+ 8S7,2 + %J transitions. They appear ss dips, because at these 

wavelengths both (Bi33* and Gd3+ are excited, but most of the excited Gd3+ iOILY? 

obviously do nottranaferto (Biy*. 

The(Biy* emissionls ascribed to clusters of Bi 3'ions. From the work on ns2ions,it 

is well known that single charged ns2ions can form clusters, e.g. pairs [ll].It has been 

shown that BL3+ hasthesametendency [12,13].Intheirluminescencestudies, Wolfert and 

Blasse [14] could not even oberveisolated Bi %ionsin LaOGl-l?A3+,a compound whichhas 

also a RE202-layeredstructure[15].In Gd202S04,these clusters act at300 K astraps of 

the Gd3+ excitation energy, and partly even as killers, because the emissionintensity of 

&+)*i ncreases atlowertemperatures. This explairsthe moderatevalue ofthequantum 

efficiency mentioned above.The diffusereflectionspectrum shows a weak absorptionband 

between 300 and 400 nm. Excitationintothis band yields noluminescence,not evenat4.2 

K. We ascribe this absorption band to more complex clusters of Bi3+ions. The absorption 

band ofthe Bizt. andthe(Bi>)* centres practically coincide(see Fig.l). 

100 

I 
iti) 

50. 

(au.) 

O- 

Fig. 2. 

I 

300 400 500 600 
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Emission spectrum upon excitation into the Rt3+ ions (he,,= 265 nm) room 
temperature for (Y0.88Bi0 OlTbO 01>2O2SO4; 
constant wavelengthinterva?linardLtrary units. 

0 gives the spectral--%iant power per 
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EYgure 2 givestheemissionspectrum of(Y 0.98Bi0.01Tb0.01)202S04 for excitationinto 

the Bi3+ ion, It consists of Bi% 3Pl + 'So emtision (hmax = 320 nm) [4] and (Bi33* 

emissionandeome Tb3+ 'D3 and 'D4 emission 

From a comparison of the emission spectra for excitation into the Bi3+ ion of 

(GdO,98B~.olThO.o1)202SO4 and of(Y 0~98B~~01TbO~01)202S04,theimportantrole ofthe 

Gd* ions becomes clear.Inthe Gd3+compound mainly Tb3femissioniaotserved.Indew 

ofthelow concentrations of Bi* and Tb3' (both 1 at.%),the energyrransferfrom Bi3+to 

Tb3+takes place via the Gd3+ sublattice. This means that Bi3+ transfers its excitation 

energytothe Gd*iom(the Gd* 'S,,, + 6P excitationlines and the Bi3+ emission band 

(Fig. 2) have an optimal spectral overlap), followed by migration over the Gd 
3+ 

sublatticeto Tb3+ . Inthe yttrium compoundthesituationhas changed drastically. Hardly 

any Tb3+ emissionis observed, but astrong Bi 3+ 3 PI-ISO emissionis observed (see Fig. 

2). ThiG illustrates theimportant role of the Gd3+ ions. We,therefore,have measured the 

integrated emission intensities as a function of the Gd3+ content at raom temperature. 

The results are shown in Fig. 3. Note the strong increase of the Tb3+ emission intensity 

upon increasing Gd 3+ content. The Et 3+intensity drops rapidly uponintroduction of Gd3+ 

into the yttrium lattice. The Gd3+intensityshows a maximum. 

Tb* 

Ng. 3. The relative emissionintensity of X3+ 
as a function ofthe Gd3$ 

(o), Gd3+(e),(Bi3+)* (x) and Tb3+V) 
concentration xGd3+atroomtem eraturefor 

(Y0.98-xGdxBi0.01Tb0.01~2 2 4° 
B 0 SO Excltationkintothe Bi'+ion. 
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The R13+iontransferz its excitation energy to the Gd3+ions. A critical distance for 

this transfer process, R,, can be estimated from the decrease of the Bi3+ emission 

intensity shown In PLg. 3. This decrease of the Bi3+ emission as a function of the Gd3+ 

concentration,x,is given by: 

IBf3t(x)= XBi31(x=o).(l-x)" (11, 

where n is the number of GdU. neighboursitesto which BiH cantransferits energy, and 

(l-x) gives the probabflitythatsuch a&teds not occupied by a Gd3+ion. Thlsimpliesthat 

Bi* + Gd3+tranafer occurs if the Bi3+ ion has one or more Gd3+ neighbours,te,the n - 

sites are within a sphere with racks R, around the Bi3+ ion. Pftting the Bi3+ intensity 

curve (Pig. 3)to eqn.(l>, gives n = 25k5. With this value and the crystalstructure data of 

Table II, an estimate of R, can be made: R, has a value of about 7ft. This means that 

Ri3+in Gd202S04b a veryefffcientsensitizerindeed. 

TableIT. C~st~st~cturedatafor Gd202S04 and ~~Gd(BO3)3andthec~c~ated Gd-Gd 
&tances. 

Compound lattice Gd-Gd distances number of remark 
parameters in (A) neighbour ions 

3.63 4 
4.05 2 

a = 4.18 8, 4.18 2 
b = 4.05 B, 4.3 1 

Gd202S04 c = 12.98 I\ 5.8 4 
a = p = y = 90" 5.9 2 

6.0 2 
6.8 4 
6.9 4 
7.1 8 

a = 7.23 A 
b = 16.61 8, 3.88 2 intrachain 

Li6Gd(B03)3 c = ;&",;* 6.65 2 interchain 
B= * 

It is also possible to calculate the value of Ro from thespectraloverlap(SO)between 

the Gd3+ '3 - 6P excitation lines and the Bi3+ emission band observed in EIg. 2. We 

considered electric dipole-dipoleinteraction, Le.: - 

Rz" 0.6x 1028.(QGd3+). g4.S0 (2) t14l. 



where the absorption cross-section of the Gd3+ion(QGd3+) = 5 x 10-23cm2eV [17], E = 4 

eV and the spectral overlap SO = 2.6 eV_l. We arrived at an R, of about 4 A The 

difference betweenthis value and the R, value calculated above,indicatestheimportant 

role played by exchange interaction in the transfer concerned. This has been observed 

before[18]. 

Let us now return to Ng. 3. Monitoring the Gd3+ emission aa a function of the Gd3+ 

concentration (xGd3+) makes it possible to estimate the critical concentration for energy 

migration(x__) among the Gd3+ ions as discussedin[3]. That paper considers the problem 

of percolation and critical concentration in a number of (Y,Gd>systems. The theoretical 

value of x_ is equal to 2/N, where N is the number of neighbour ions involved in the 

energy migration process [3]. 

The value of xcr in the oxysulphate system is about 0.15. Therefore, N has a value of 

about 13. With this value for N and the crystal structure data presented in Table II, an 

estimate of R,,, the critical distance for energy transfer among the Gd3+ ions, can be 

made: R,, = 6 8, In this system energy transfer is by no means restricted to nearest 

neighbour ions. This implies that the Gd3+ energy migration is not restricted to the 

Gd202-layers. This value of R,, is in line with the value of approximately 6.5B, derived 

earlier for Gd3+ions on a crystallographic site which lacks inversion symmetry. This is 

alsothecasein Gd202S04. 

We measured for Gd202S04:Bi,Tb, upon excitationintothe Bi3+ion, an exponential 

Tb3+ 5D4 decay curve with a decaytime of about 2 msec. Asingle-exponential Gd3+ 

6P 712 + 8s 7,2 decay curve with a decay time of 1 msec was measured for 

(Gdo 5Y048BiCOlTb001)202S04. We have also tried to measure the (Biy* decay in . . . . 

(Gdo.99Bio.01)2G2S04* 

Figure 4 gives the decay curve at RT for excitationintothe Bi3+ions(hexc = 280 nm) 

with a one-exponentialtail with a decaytime of about 500pec. The build-up&s not easy to 

analyze since all types of Bi3+ ions are excited simultaneously. However, it reflects 

feeding viathe Gd3+ sublattice. The decaytime ofthetailislong compared to other Bi 3+_ 

pair decay times, as measured by Wolfer-t et aL [12]. Obviously the decay time ia not 

determined by the (fast) relaxation in the (BIN)* centre, but by the (relatively slow) 

feeding. This can be described following, e.g., the lines of argument for Cr %in MgO, 

given by MacCraith et al.[19]. Apart from the build-up, the decay curve is expected to 

show afastand aslow part. The fastpartis dueto directexcitationof(Bi3+)* followed by 

emission with a probability P(BL~ *. Theintensity decreases as I= Ioexp[-P(Bi3+)*.t]. For 

theslow partthetime dependenceis given by exp[-(PGd+ Ptr).t], where Ptristhe overall 

Gd3+ to (Bi?* energy transfer probability, and P Gd is the radiative probability of the 

Gd3+ions. In our case we cannot measure the faaterpart. The slower part ofthe(Bi33* 

decay curve yields an acceptable value for PGd+ Ptr,* 2 x 103s-1[30]. 
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Fig. 4. The decay curve of the (M3?* emission of (Gd0,99Bi0,01)202S04 at room 
temperature. Excitation with hex, z 280 nm (Bi?. 

The samples of LQ(Y,Gd)(BO3)3:Bi.,Tbhave a pale-yellow colour. This colourseemsto 

be relatedtothe presence of the Bi%ions,sincethe Ce3+, Tb3+- and Pr*, Tb3+-doped 

samples (see below) are colourless. Therefore, we prepared the following samples: (I) 

hi6Gd0 . 98Bi0.01Tb0 01(B03)3' (fi) . L16Gd0 985Bi0.005Tb0.01(B03)3 and . (W 

bi6Gd0.9875Bi0 . 0025Tb0 01(B03)3' . From (i)to(lli)the yellow colourbecomeslessintense, 

and the third sampleis nearly colourleas. For short wavelength UV excitatioqthere is an 

increase of the Tb3+ emissionintensity and a decrease ofthe Bi 3+ emissionintenstiy going 

from sample (I) to @Ii), while the Gd3+ emission intensity remains the same for all 

samples. Below we wfflshowthatthetransferprocessesintheboratesystem arethesame 

as in the oxysulphate system. Therefore, this intensity change shows that the Bi3+ionis 

not in a second phase:less Bi 3+ results in more Tb3+ emission, suggesting that at least 

part of the Bi3+ ions are competing with the Tb3+ forthe Gd3+ excitation energy (as in 

the oxysulphate system). Therefore we assign the yellow colour tentatively to Bi3+ 

clusters, asinthe oxysulphate system. These clusters act as killers at room temperature. 

The diffuse refLection spectra show an absorption tail extending to 500 nm, which is 

responsible for the yellow colour. Upon decreasing the Bi 3+ concentration, the kzlller 

concentrationdecreases also, andtherefore, more Tb 3+ emissionis observed. 

At temperaturea below 120 K, a (Bi33* emission band withh,,, = 540 nm appearsin 

the emissionspectrum of Li6YO~g8Bi0,01Tb0,01(B03)3 upon excitationintothe Bi3+ion. 
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Excitation spectrum of the (Bi3>* emission (h Cm = 520 nm) at 4.2 K for 

L16y0 98Bio OITbO Ol(B03)3* 
-- 
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Rs excitation spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. This excitation re@on corresponds to the 

shortelrwavelength part of the absorptiontailinthe reflectionspectra. 

Thequantum efficiency oftheluminescence of Li6Gd(B03)3:Bi.,Tb upon Bi*excitation 

has a low value (about 20%). The Bi3+ killers proposed above are responsible for the fact 

thatit was notpossibleto obtainsamples withhfgh quantum efffcien&s. 

In Fig. 6 the excitation spectrum of the Tb3+ 5D4 emission of 

Li6Gd0 98EX0~lTb0,01(B03)3isshown. Abroad Bi3+1So + 3Pl absorptionband withhmax 

= 265im, an'dthe Gd3+ 8S 7,2 to 6P lines are observed. The longer wavelength part with 

the charactedatic Tb3+Iinesis not presented. 

Excitationintothe Bi3+ band yields about 10% M3+ 3Pl + ISo emission, 5% Gd3+ 6P 

emission and about 85% Tb3+ 5 D4 emission. Due to mukiphonon relaxation, no Tb3+ 5D3 

to 7FJ emissionis observed. 
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Fig. 6. 
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Excitation spectrum of the Tb3+ =D4 emission (h em = 542 nm> for 
Li6GdG~98Bi0,01Tb0,01(B03)3(s~lid curve) and the emission spectrum upon excitationinto 

the Bi3+ionforLi 6 0~98Bi0,01Tb0,01(B03)3 (broken curve),both at room temperature. Y 

The emission spectrum of Li6YG.98BiGOlTbO,Gl(BO3)3 cormists of a Bi3+ 3Pl + 'SO 

emission band (hmax = 340 nm)if excitationdsintothe Bi3+band at 265nm (Ng. 6). Prom 

both the emission spectra of U6Gd0.98Bi0,01Tb0 01(Bo3)3 and . 

bi6Y0~g8Bi0~01Tbo,0&B03)3 the important role of the Gd3+ ions is clear: the energy 

transfer from Bi3+ to Tb3+takes place via the Gd3+ ions. We have measured the relative 

Gd3+, lU3+ and Tb3+ emission intensities as a function of the Gd3+ concentration(xGd). 

Results are givenin Pig. 7. The Tb3+ emissionintensityincreases and the Bi". emission 

intensity decreases with increasing Gd* concentration. Up to xGd = 0.98 the Gd3+ 

emission is present. This means that the Gd3+ concentration does not reach the cdtical 

concentration xcr as in the oxysulphates (above). The energy transfer probability from 

Bi3+to Gd3+ can be calculatedinthesame. way as above,applying eqn.(2), with QGd3+= 

5 x 10-23 cm2eV, E = 4 eV and SO = 0.05 eV-1. This results in an Rc value of about 3A. 

Since the shortest Bi3'-Gd3+ distance is about 3.9 & (see Table n>, this excludes a 

dominating contribution to the JX* + Gd3+ energy transfer by elect& dipole-dipole 

interaction. Therefore this transfer must be dominated by exchange interaction, which 

makes it hard to calculate Rc. 
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Fig. 7. The relative emfasioninten&ies of Bi3+@), Gd3+(s) 
the Gd3+ 

and Tb3+(V) as a function of 
concentration xGd3-$+at room temperature for 

(B03)3. Excitationisintothe Bi ion. 
M6Y0.9&xGdxBf0.01Tb0.01 

From the decrease of the Bi3+ emissionintensityin Fig. 7, we can estimate a value for 

R,. The value of nin eqn.(l)ls foundto be about 1. This valueindicatesthatthereis only 

one Gd 3-t site within a sphere with radius R, to which Bi 3+ can transfer its excitation 

energy.In view of the structuraldatain TableII, R,is 3.9L 

In hi6Gd(B03)3the Bi3+ ionis not an efficientsensitizer. Not only doesit not transfer 

its excitation energy completely to the Gd3+ ions, but its presence results also in ldller 

centres. 

b&Gd(BO3)3:Ce,Tb 

Samples L16Gd(B03)3:Ce,Tb show only a very weak Tb3+ emission upon short 

wavelength UV excitation. 

In Flg.8theluminescencespectraof~~GdO~98CeO~O~TbO~O~(BO3)3 areshown. 

The excitationspectrum ofthe Tb* 5 D4 emlssionshows atleastthree broad Ce3+4f+ 5d 

bands at about345nm,305nm andbelow 250nm. Further,the Gd3+ 'S7/2to 'P, 6I and 

6D transitions are clearly observed. Excitation into one of the Ce 3+ bands yields mainly 

Ce3+ emission with h,,, = 415nm,385nm and 325nm. 
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F'ig.8. Excitationspectrum ofthe Tb3+ 5D4 emission(A = 542 nm)(soHd curve)andthe 
emission spectrum upon excitation with Aexc = 2Rrn nm (broken curve), both for 
Li6GdC.q8CeOSG1Tb0 Ol(B03>3 . atroomtemperature. 

The energy difference of about 2000 cm -' betweenthe 385nm andtheshoulderat 415nm 

corresponds to the ground state splitting 2P 712 - 2P 5,2. Peculiarly enough, there is 

another Ce 3+ emission band at shorter wavelength with a maximum at about 325 nm. 

Whereas the 415 and 385 nm-emission bands originates from the lowest crystal-field 

components (dl) of the 5d state,the 325 nm-emission origLnates from the one-but lowest 

(d2). In fact the excitation and emission spectra correspond nicety inthis aspect. Similar 

phenomena have been observed before [20]. Obviously the rate of the non-radiative 

tran&iond2 + dllsnot muchlargerthanthed2radiativerate. 

The energy transfer processes between Ce3+ and Gd3+in Li6Gd(B03)3 become very 

complicated in this way. However, by neglecting transfer from a broad-band donor to a 

narrow-line acceptor relative to transfer from a narrow-line donor to a broad-band 

acceptor if the spectral overlap is of comparable size [21], we arrive at the following 

scheme:(i) excitation into the Ce 3+ion gives mainly Ce3+ emission, the transfer rate 

Ce3+(d2) + Gd3+(6P7,2) being negligibly smallin comparison with the reverse transfer 

rate; (ti) excitation into the Gd3+ion gives mainly Ce3+ and a small amount of Tb3+ 

emission. After excitation of the Gd3+ sublattice,the excitationenergy migrates overthe 

Gd3+ sublattice. The Ce* ion will be a much more effective trapping centre than the 

Tb3+ ionin view of the allowedtransitionsinthe former [22]. As a consequence not much 

Tb3+ emissionis observed. 
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Summarfsing,the Ce3+ ion~nLi~Gd(BO3)3behaves as anactivatoqnot as asens&&zer. 

Thisis a surprising resulf,dnceinthe borate GdMgB5010the Ce3+ionbehaves clearly as 

a sensitiser[2]. Both crystalstructures have the rare-earth ionsin an eight coordination 

forming Hnear zig-zag chains. In GdB306, the Ce3+ ion behaves also as a sensitizer, 

although aHttleless efffcientthanin GdMgB5010[13]. However,in REA.L3B4012 andthe 

orthoborates the Ce3+ absorption and emission levels are again too low for sensitization 

([23] and [20],respectively),asis alsothe case forSrLaBO4[24].It would be usefultohave 

a rule of thumb to predict whether the Ce 3+ ion in borates will be a sensitizer or an 

activator, becausethe boratea arehost-lattices of considerableimportance. 

The position of the Ce3+ levels of the 5d state is determined by two effects, viz. - 

covalency, reducing the centre of gravity of the 5d state, and the symmetry and 

magnitude of the crystal-field at the Ce3+ site f20,25]. Cubic eight-coo&nation is 

unfavourable for a high position of the Lower crystal-field components [20]. It seems, 

therefore, that covalency effects are more important [25].Y we consider for simpHcity 

the borate group coordinating the Ce 3t ion as a polarisable medium, thestrongest Ce-0 

covalency is expected for the borate group coordinated on the other side by low-charged 

ions. This simple model is unexpectedly succesful: in GdMgB5010 and GdB306 these 

other-side ions are B3+ (and Mg2>;in GdA13B4012, Li6Gd(B03)3 and GdB03,they are 

tdvalent ions larger than B3+ (and Li>. The compound SrLaBO4 is a case apart, since 

there is also an 02-ion not belonging to a borate group, a situation which yields a high 

covaleney anyhow. This predicts that only Gd 3+ berates with condensed borategroups can 

be expectedtoshow efficientsensitization with Ce3? 

Finally we considerthe Pr*ionas asensitizer. 

Li6Gd(B3)3:Pr,Tb 

Upon excitationintothe Prsion(hexe = 254nm) L;'sGd0.98Pr0,01TbO,Ol(BO3)3ylel&s 

mainlyTb3+ em&&on. No Pr 3+ emissionis observed. The Tb3+ excitationspectrumin 

Ng.9 showsthat Pr?is asensirizerofthe Gd3+ sublattice. Thereis energytransferfrom 

Pr3+to Gd3+, followed by energy migration over the Gd3+ sublattice to the Tb 3+ions. 

Since the maximum of the Pr3+ excitation band la on or out&ethespectralHmit of our 

instrument, it Is hard to indicate how efficient the transfer is. The absence of Pr% 

4f5d+4f2 emission suggests thatthetransfer efficiency Is high. A rough estimation of the 

energy difference between the positions ofthelowest 4f-5d absorption bands of Pr 3+ and 

CeM yields about 13.000 cm-' ,in good agreement with expectation[28]. 

Efficient sensitization by Pr3+ has also beenreportedby De Hairfor BaGd4SQOLy[26] 

and Sdvastava et al. for GdB03 f27]. The criteriaforth%sto occurhave beengivenby De 

Vda and Blasse [ZB]. ActuaXlytheae aresatiftedinthe present case. From the Ce 3+-doped 

compound the Stokes shift is seen to be relatively small. Figure 9 suggests that 
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Ng. 9. Excitation spectrum of the Tb* 5D4 emission (Aem t 542 nm) for 
Li6GdO_gSPrO~OlTbO~Ol(B03)3 and the emission spectrum upon excitation withA,,= 235 
nm of Li6Y0~ggPr0_01(B03)3,both at room temperature. 

the Pr3+ 4f5d+4f2 emission will overlap the Gd 
3+ 6 

I transitions. This 

is actually the case. The emission spectntm of Li6Y0.99Pro,01(B03)3 shows two broad 

Pr3+ bands at about 270 nm and 300 nm and a weaker Pr3+ band at about 345nm (Fig.9). 

They are transitions from thelowest crystal-field component of the 4f5d statetothe 3H4 

and 3H5 levels, to the 3H6 and 3FJ levels, and to the 'G4leve.l of the 4f2 configuration, 

respectively. 

The Pr3+ ionis,therefore, the most effidentsensitizerin Li6Gd(B03)3. For practical 

applications it is situated at too high energy. Recently it has beenshownthatthe use of 

Pr3+yieldsals o undesirable effects, viz.back-transfer from the activatortothesensifizer - 

[W. 

CONCLUSION 

We have shown that Bi 
3+ 

and Pr3+ can sensitize the (Gd 
3+ 

sublattice of 

I.i6Gd(B03)3 and Bi3+ that of Gd202S04 However, these sensitizers have drawbacks 

resultinginradiationlesslosses. The Ce3+ ioninLi6Gd(B03)3 actsasanactivator. Onlyin 

condensed borates, Ce -is expectedto behave as asensitizer. 
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